Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

The acquisition of data, the processing of those data for use by
the operator, and operator control of remote devices are the fundamental building blocks upon which all modern utility control
systems are based. The systems to accomplish these functions are
known as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. This paper provides an overview of the functions ofSCADA
and the fundamentalsof operation ofSCADA systems, including a
brief descriptionof the key man-machine interface. Several of the
key issues and problems in modern SCADA systems, Le., message
standards, system performance testing, and system obsolescence
are discussed. The paper concludes with the current
trends toward
distributed processing, improvedman-machine interface, standard systems, smarter RTUs, and standard software. The authors‘
system parts, is proview of the future, using interchangeable
vided.

INTRODUCTION
History

Control and DataAcquisition” or SCADA came into being
as amoreappropriatedescriptionofthe
system. It is
believed theexpression “SCADA” evolved from planning
studies which were conducted by and for the Bonneville
Power Administration in preparation for construction of
BPA‘s Dittmer Control Centerin Vancouver, WA.
Common Usage
Requirements within theelectric utility industryfor
remote control of substationsand generation facilities has
probably been the driving force for modern SCADA systems. SCADA systems,however, arepresently used in many
industries and, as a result, are tailored to suit the specific
needs of various users.
In addition to electric utility application, other common
users include:

Patents for remote control and remote indication were
waterlwastewater utilities
filed as early as the 1890s. These very early systems were
oil and gas transmission and distribution
intended for either remote control or remote indication but
oil and gas production
not both. In the 1920s and 1930s various commercial syscommunicationnetworks
tems evolved employing concepts of check-before-operate
broadcast transmitter remote control
and with the capability of conveying status of multiple
industrialcontrol.
points. Theseearlysystems
were based on electromechanical logic
which largely evolved
from telephone system
Design emphasis
and
manufacturerstend
to vary
technology.
depending on the type of enduser. For example, the logic
The advent of the minicomputer in the1960s prompted
and computational requirements for remote terminal units
dramatic changes in thedesign anduse of supervisory con(RTUs) used in electric utilityapplications
is usually less than
trol systems. Electromechanical systems which preceded
that required for gas or industrial process control users.
the introduction of computer-based systems were largely
RTU functionscommon to electric utility applications
intended for remote control and simple indication of stainclude:
tus. The acquisition of large numbers ofstatus indications
reporting by exception-status and analog
and analog values
was not practical.The early systems
were
sequence
of events recording
generally referred toassimply“supervisorycontro1.” In the
pulse
accumulator
snapshot.
late 196Os, as new minicomputer-based systems began to
emerge, the possibilities for vastly increasing data acquiRTUs intended for industries concernedwith the transsition became apparent, and the expression “Supervisory
mission, distribution, or processingof fluids or gases t y p
ically contain additional internal logic or programs for:
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local conversion to engineering units;
individual point calculations including
- averaging
- integration
- minimum and maximum detection
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- square and square root computation
- products
- sums
- quotients;
ladder orBoolean logic typical of programmable controllers;
table lookup;
local process control loops(proportional-integralderivative-PID);
process schedulers (time of day control).
RTU communications for most utility applications is bitserial, halfduplex (master and RTUs do not communicate
simultaneously), using data ratescompatible with standard
voice-grade unconditioned two- or four-wire circuits. The
distance between theRTU and the master station is limited
only bythe qualityof thecommunication
circuit. For industrial andprocess control applications,where RTUs are
locatedwithinafewthousandfeetofthecontrolroom,highspeed datanetworks operating
in the megahertz region are
common. Most SCADA systemswhich are basedon a highspeed networkarchitecture for communication
also permit
communications to occur directly betweenRTUs and are,
therefore, really distributed systems.
In certain industries,such as waterlwastewater and gad
oil,the monitoringlocationsareoftencharacterized byvery
few points at a large number of locations. Therefore,it is
desirableto combine data from several Locations at
a single
RTU. This is often accomplished by using pulse duration
transmittersat multiple locations; the RTU usespulseduration converters to read these signals andtransmit themto
the master station.Alternately, the multiplelocations may
have mini-RTUs which send digital messages to the RTU,
where thedata are receivedand transmittedto themaster
station, alongwith messagesfromother mini-RTUs (andthe
main RTU itself).
Thebalance of this paperdescribes SCADAsystems
intended for electric utility application with
emphasis on:
functions
fundamentals of operation
design considerations
issues
trends and the future.
FUNCTIONS

OF

SCADA-ELECTRICUTILITIES

Certain functionsare basicto electric utility SCADA SYStems. The more common functions include:
Data Acquisition
InformationDisplay
Supervisory Control
AlarmProcessing
Information Storage and Reports
Sequence of Events Acquisition
Data Calculations
Special RTU ProcessinglControl.
Data Acquisition
The periodic acquisition of data from RTUs is fundamental, Most systems for electric utilities acquiredata on
a polledbasis where data aretransmitted from theRTU to
the master station onlyon receipt of a request
from the mas-
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ter to the RTU. Two options are availableon how theRTU
responds. One optionis to send the actual value or status
of the point or group of points requested.
The other option
is to send only those points or groups of points where
a value has
changes of statehave occurredorwhere
exceeded a predefined delta change which has occurred
sincethe previouspoll request. Thislatter option is referred
to as “reporting by exception.” The main advantage of
report by exceptionis a reduction in processing overhead
at the master station. Average loading on the communication circuits is also reduced over the first option, however, sufficient communication circuit bandwidth
capacity
should be provided to accommodate the worst case situation when a large percentage of the points are rapidly
changing, as when a major electric system disturbance
occurs and the dispatcher‘s need for timely and accurate
data is highest. Analog value report by exception is much
less in vogue than discrete point report by exception.
The processof data acquisition can beconsidered as the
collective process of several specialized and highly related
subprocesses. These subprocesses include:
internal scanning and rapid update RTU
of the
internal
database;
periodic RTU polling by the master station;
transmission of requested
data sets by the RTU to the
master station;
checking ofthe data for transmission inducederrors;
scaling of thedata into engineering units;
write over of the previousstatus or value in the database.
Information Display
Information displayis the process of selectively retrieving bothfixed and real-time data from the database, combining, and presenting them
to the operator, usually
in the
form of limited
graphics CRTcolorpages. A typicaloneline
displayisshowninFig.1.Thefixeddataincludestationoneline schematic information and other displayable information thatis nonvarying in time. The variable data include
status of two or three
state devices,and analog values
which
vary in magnitude and possibly
sign. Unit designations and
point identification by
name or ID number are usually considered fixedvalues and are appended to the variables.
Display selection
is most often organized in a hierarchical
tree structure where index pages permit the operator to
select a wide variety of displays using cursor positioning
techniques including positioning by keyboard, trackball,
lightpen, or touchscreen methods. Many variations
of display selectionare provided, frequently with the
same system. Alternate selection methods include:
dedicated function keys
keyboard entry of display ID number or name.
Display selection by a dedicated function key provides
very rapid access to frequently used displaysbut the number ofsuch keysmust be limited due space
to
restrictions.
Keyboard selectionusingdisplay
ID numbersrequires
operator memorization
orthe useof cross-reference tables.
Display media other thanthe CRT are occasionally utilized. Common forms include dynamicmapboards where
the status of twGstate devices, suchas circuit breakers, are
presented by illumination oflamps. A dynamic mapboard
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Fig. 1. Typical one-lineCRT display for electric substation.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic mapboard used in typical control center.
FUHCTION CODE

utilized in a typical control center is shown in Fig. 2. M a p
U.S.
board display of analog variables is not common with
electric utilities but is occasionally seen in Europe andother
areas.
Supervisory Control
Supervisory control is the process of actuating e q u i p
ment operationat remote locations. The process includes
selection of the station, selection of thedevice to be controlled, and execution of thedesired command
such asTRlP
or CLOSE. Correct selection and operationis critical to the
safety of personnel andthe security of theelectric system.
For this reason some form of select-verify selection-operate sequenceor forshort, "check-before-operate" method
is employed, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Operation of a device

CONTROL ADDRESS

UODIFIER

STATUS/COIMAND

Fig. 3. Check-before-operate message sequence used for

high security.

other thanthe selected device,or inadvertent operation of
a device when no command has been made, mustbe
avoided and is a critical design parameter for SCADA systems.
A variation of discrete supervisory control is "set point
control." This form of control providesan operator or computer enteredvalue as an analogoutput oran internal RTU
value for proportional settingof an external device or control loop. Settingthedesired MWoutputfromanunmanned
hydro turbinegenerator would be an example. Alocal control loopat the remote site would thenadjust the governor
to produce and maintain the desired generator MW.
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Alarm Processing
Alerting the operator to unscheduled events andinforming him of the time
occurrence,
of
the station location, the
device ID, and the nature
of theevent is generally referred
to as alarm processing.Many variations of alarm processing
and presentation exist, the specifics being largely a function of the individual SCADA manufacturers.Themost
common output of the
alarm process are
chronological CRT
alarm lists (see Fig. 4 for typical display), hardcopy printouts, andaudiblealarms. Some recent systems provide synthesized voice alarms. Some form of alarm acknowledgment bythe operator is nearly universal. In larger systems,
significant human factor benefits can be realized by prioritizing alarms and by directing alarms only to operating
positions concernedwith a particular category of alarms.

can be analyzed andlor archivedto a bulk mediumsuch as
magnetic tape.Information older than the file span
time(40
days in the
example) i s discarded. File compression schemes
are occasionally used where hourly values may be combined to create daily values and daily values may be combined to create monthly values. In actual practice, portions
of the rotatingfile are periodically transferred or “archived”
to a tape medium as a precaution against disk failure and
possible loss of critical information.
The SCADA historical file provides an excdlent source
of information for the production
various
of reports. These
reports, their formatsand information content, may be customized to satisfy the specific needs of awidevarietyof end
users.
Sequence o f Events Acquisition

Information Storage and Reports
Record-keeping has always
been an important task in the
operation of electric systems. Accurate records are necessary to satisfy legal andgovernmental requirements, for
accounting purposes, for supportand forecasting of future
system operations, and for engineering planningpurposes.
The common practice for record-keeping is to capture
preselected data sets atperiodic intervals and save them in
a rotating file. The periodicity of storage i s frequently set
at I - h intervals but specific electric system requirements
may require more frequent capture and saves. The common time span for a rotating historical file is on theorder
of 40days but spans of up to
12 months are not uncommon.
The40-dayfileprovidesonefuII month’sdataplus9-10days
(including weekends and holidays) during which thedata

Sequence of Events (SOE) is the process of capturingand
recordingunscheduled events wfth a time resolution
between events of a few milliseconds.Historically, SOE recording has been provided with equipment dedicated t o
that purpose. Events are
generally considered discrete (twe
state) occurrences such as occur with protective relaying
systems. Oscillographic equipmenthas also been used
for
many years for recording transient analog values such as
line current orvoltage.
In recent years, SOE recording ofdiscrete state changes
has migrated into some SCADA systems. It is the process
of capturing and recording unscheduled
events to a time
resolution independent of the periodicity of RTU polling
by the central
master station.An accurate time baseor clock
within theRTU is fundamental for SOE recording.Time res-

Fig. 4. Chronological CRT alarm list
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olution of events captured by a singleRTU is typically + 2
ms.Accurate
synchronizationof
multipletime
bases
located in a large number of widely separated RTUs presents a technical challenge. The most common approach
is toestablish RTU clocksynchronizationviatheinterrogate
message. Time resolution between
events captured bys e p
arate RTUs may be on the order of + 8 ms. The RTU time
clocks are periodically synchronized by transmissionof a
time codemessage from themaster station using themaster-RTU communication channelwith adjustments forthe
propagation time delay. RTU clocks can also be synchronized to a broadcast time code as WWV. The sequence of
events at a given RTU may be printed locally at the RTU or
may be transmitted to the master station where they are
chronologically ordered with events received from other
locations and then printed as one combined listing.
Data Calculations

A recurring needin SCADA systemsis to perform various
calculations utilizing the acquired data. Examples of data
calculationswith single variables aredetermination ofaverages, maximum or minimum values over given intervals,
and integration with respect to time. Calculationswith multiple variables may include sums, differences, products,
quotients, squares, square roots,exponentiation, and others. Agood practical application such
of calculations is load
monitoring oflargetransformer
banks.The maximum
capacity of large transformers is determined by theirmaxis closely
imum allowableheat rise and transformer heating
associated with the
MVA load.For various reasons, the most
common meteringassociated with transformers is MW and
MVAR but not amperes. MVA is then calculated periodically by the SCADA using the relation MVA2 = (MW)’
(MVAR)2 and placed in the real-time database where it is
tested for limit excession.
Boolean calculations may also beapplied to discrete status points and the result consideredas a new information
point. This processhas been referredto insome literature
as”combinatoria1 processing.”This processcandetermine
a particular state of some part of the electric system not
definable by only one
status indication. A good
example of
combinatorial processingis the determination of whether
atransmission tine isenergized or In
not.
most cases, circuit
breakers at both ends of a line must be open for the line
to be de-energized. Some lines have multiple circuitbreakers at each end of the line (breaker-and-half
scheme) all of
whichmustbeopentoensurethelineisnotenergizedfrom
one end or the other.

localschedulingcontrol;
engineering units conversion;
programmable control sequencing.
In a few demonstration projects of substation automation, distributed RTUs, usually interconnected by a common high-speed network,form an integral part of system
protection as well as potential sources of data for transmission to a central dispatch center.
FUNDAMENTALSOF OPERATION

Polling Schemes
SCADA systems intended for electricsystem operations
almost universally use a pollingscheme between the central master and individual RTUs. In communications engineering parlance the method
is known as “Demand AssignmenmimeDivisionMultiple
Access (OtVTDMA).”The
master station controls all activity and
RTUs respond only
to polling requests.
Fig. 5 illustrates the most commoncommunication

I

I

+

Special RTU Processing/Control
Increasingly, more intelligence is being placed in the
SCADARTU. This is moreevident in SCADAsystems
intended for water, gas, and processcontrol than for electricutilityapplications. Common functions being
relegated
to the RTU include:
local PID loop for

- flow control
- chemical injection control
- pressure regulation

- turbine generator power and reactive power control;

Fig. 5. Typical multidrop communication system.

arrangement. Multiple two- or four-wire telephone-grade
circuits radiatefrom themaster. Thesecommunication circuits each operate in halfduplex mode and each operates
independently of others. One circuitmay be dedicated to
a single RTU, but the common and economical approach
is to multidropor party-lineseveral RTUs from acommon
communicationcircuit. The media forthese circuits
may be
leased telephone circuits from a commoncarrier, private
microwave, fiber optic cable systems, two-way cable T
V,
power line carrier, oreven satellite. Polling and command
requests and RTU responses aretime-multiplexed on each
circuit. Each circuit terminatingat the master station is independently serviced on an asynchronousbasis by themaster
station. Information rates per channelmay rangefrom 300
to 9600 bit& and are largely influenced by the measurement point count serviced by all RTUs sharing a common
circuit. The most commonly used information rate is 1200
bit& using asynchronous byte-orientedmessage formats.
The polling periodicity is established by the necessary
response of using application functions
and by humanfactor considerations. Where acquired data support closed
control loops, suchas automatic generationcontrol (AGC),
thedatasamplingratemustbesufficienttomaintaindesired
control loop response. For AGC this periodicity generally
ranges between 2 and 6 s. For general operator monitoring
of most system variables, anupdate period of about
10 s is
generally acknowledgedto be sufficient.Rapidly changing
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least significant numeralson CRT displays tend to be distracting to operators. Not all variables need to be acquired
at the same period and, in fact, usually are not. The factor
which usually establishes the basic RTU polling period is
the desiredresponse to unscheduled events or alarms. For
electric system operations this period is on the order of
2-3 s. Other informationmay be selectivelyacquired at each
poll period or at multiples of the poll period.
A variation to fixed period polling is the round robin
approach used by some European systems. Here,
RTUeach
to-master message contains an endof message(EOM).
When the master station detects the EOM the next RTU
sharing the same communication line i s then immediately
polled. This results in continuous activity on the line with
no gaps of time.The individual point samplingrate is then
influenced by the number of RTUs sharing the same line
and the number of points per
RTU and whether or not
exception reporting is being used.
Modern RTUs actually scan the connected points
at a high
rate compared to the master station poll period. When a
master station poll request is received bythe RTU, the current values or status stored in the RTU memory are fetched
on a selective basis and transmitted to the master station.
Polling requests may alsocontain various command and
control requests.The RTU must distinguish these from
information requests and respond accordingly.' A command sequence for circuit breaker operation is typical.
Some form of select-check-operate sequence is almost
always used to avoid misoperation.
SCADAsystems intended for distributed dataacquisition
and control within a large substation or power plant may
utilize a different pollingstrategy. Where all RTUs can be
physically locatedwithin one or two thousand
feet of each
other, they maybe connected to each other, the manmachine interface, and
a host processor viaa localarea network. Such arrangements permit great flexibility in communication betweensystem elementsor nodes. Instead of
conventional sequentialpolling under the complete direction of the master station, bcal area network connected
systems generally permitexchange of information directly
between any two nodes on a random basis. Carrier Sense
MultipleAccess (CSMA),Token Ring,orother schemes may
be used.Fig. 6 is a simplified block diagram of adistributed
I

I

IMI

RTU

- IWT-UACHINE

-

Fig. 6. Network connected local SCADA.
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INTHlFACE

RMOTE TERMINAL UNIT

system where communications can occur between any
nodes on a random basis.
Data Inputs

SCADA systems intended for electricsystem operations
are most frequently called on to monitor the following
information from substations and powerplants:
Substations
bus voltages
line flows (MW, MVAR, A)
transformer tap positions
circuit breaker, switch, other device status
alarms
MW
sequence-ofevents.
Power Plants
unit generation MW and MVAR
auxiliaries MW and MVAR
unit MWh
auxiliaries MWh
station net MW, MVAR
unit maximum and control limits
unit performance information
gate position and limits (hydro)
forebay and tailwater levels (hydro).

Most magnitude inputs
such as busvolts, MW, and MVAR
originate in analog form. US. electric utilities
have a de facto
standard of 0 f 1-mA input to the
RTU representing thefull
scale span. The sign indicates the direction of flow since
electric flow, in many instances, is bidirectional. Process
Control applications, including water and gas utilities, are
more likelyto standardizeon 4-2&mA input ranges. Status
inputs are usually represented by a simple binary on-off
state. In cases wheremechanical deviceschangestate
slowly, for example, a motor-operated disconnectswitch,
three states are necessary:open-in transit-closed. This is
accomplishedwith two limit switches which have four possible states:
1)
2)
3)
4)

A open, B closed-switch open
A open, B open-switch in transit
A closed, B open-switch closed
A closed, 6 closed-invalid combination.

Certain devices, such as circuit breakers with automatic
reclosing activated, may operate and returnto the original
state in less time than one RTU poll or scan period. Operationally, it is important that such action be detectedand
reported to the master station. This is accomplished by
change detection logicin the RTU which senses high-speed
changes in status occurring between
scans and conveysthis
fact by setting a change bit. Some SCADAs actually count
of changes; detection ofup to
three
and report the number
changes is standard.
Energy quantities, such as MWh, are derived from watthour meters in the form
of pulses-each pulserepresenting
a specified number of MWh.
The RTU counts thepulses in
a register and reports the count
to the master at designated
intervals. Inorderto minimizeoverall electricsystem
energy
balance errors, ak w h register "freeze" command,is often
broadcast simultaneously to all RTUs. The register counts
are then requested bythe master and saved in the master
station historical files.
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Special RTU inputs
or
interfaces
are
occasionally
required. These cantake on many forms but the more
common forms include binarycoded decimal, pulse duration
modulation, and serial ASCII character streams via anRS232 port.
Since RTUs must operatein the high-voltage electricsubstation/power plant environment, special design features
must beincluded to prevent damage to the RTU, false data
reporting, or misoperation. Thesefeaturesmay include
photooptical isolation, varistors, and switched-capacitor
inputs. The various schemes are tested against the IEEE
Surge Withstand Capability (SWC) Standard 472-1974 for
compliance.
Control Outputs
SCADA systems intended for electricsystem operations
are mostfrequently calledon toprovide control outputs
to
substations and power plants as follows:
Substations
circuit breaker operation
motorized switch control
tap changer transformer control
protective relayor scheme mode control
RTU internal register freeze control.
Power Plants
turbine-generator remote start-stop (hydro,
bine)
gate limit set (hydro)
turbine-generator M W raise/lower
turbine-generator MW set-point
generator voltageNAR control.

gas tur-

Discrete control outputs generally occur from interposing relays which momentarily close for a specific control
action suchas Circuit Breaker “trip.”The relay contact rating must be carefully sized to carry andinterrupt theload
which, most often,is another relay i n a dc control circuit.
If ac control circuitsare used,the RTU interpose relaymay
be replaced with a TRIAC.
Generator M W is remotely set or adjustedi n one oftwo
ways: 1 ) by transmitting raise or lower pulses of variable
duration and frequencyof occurrence to the turbinegovernor motor;these pulses
adjust the governor s p e e d setting
and thus the generatoroutput M W or 2) by transmission
of a desired
M W setpoint which results i n an analog output
from theRTU proportional to thedesired MW. Anexternal
control loop, usually i n the governor, then automatically
adjusts the speed setting until the desiredM W is achieved.

real-time part the
of database andthe user programs which
retrieve data from thedatabase and save computed results
back into thedatabase. Thenewer databases arenot rigidly
fixed in size but can easilybe expanded providing
the physical memory is available. Designtradeoffs alwaysexist
between thedegree of generalization in thedatabase and
speed of operation. Highly generalized
database concepts,
as used in business applications, frequentlyhave excessive
compute overheadwhich makes them unsuitable for timecritical real-time use.
Information containedi n SCADA databases may becategorized into several distinct types:
Real-Time: Measurement and status information which
is periodically acquiredvia RTUs or entered by operators.
On each update the old values are overwritten. The periodicity of updatemay vary from a few seconds to hours.
Parametric:Parameter information is semi-fixed data
which containvarious attributes necessaryto interpret realtime data. Included are high, low, and rate limits, scaling
and offset information;areas of responsibility codes, scan
rates, normal status, and many more.
Calculated:Pseudo-points which are calculatedfrom
other points and then treated thesame as real-time data.
An example ofa calculated value would be the summation
of two real-time values occurring at specified intervals.
Application:Information which is unique to specific
applications.There maybeconstants, normalstatus, limits,
stored messages, and more. An example would be stored
message elements for an alarm processing function.
It is important that system operators be made aware of
data in which validity may be suspect. This is frequently
accomplished by appending a quality codeflag
or to each
data point i n the database. These codes can appear
as symb o k adjacent to displayed data or colorchanges to the displayed valuewhich denote the “quality” of the data. Normal data are the default state where no quality code is
usua1lydisplayed.A pointwhich isout
of scan and not being
updated, for example, would carry a code indicating that
condition.
Man-Machine Interface
One of thegreatest challenges in thedesign of modern
SCADA systems is to provide an efficient and somewhat
“user-friend1y”man-machine interface.The man-machine
interface consists not only of the hardware
devices suchas
CRTs, consoles, mapboards, printers, and audible alarms,
but also the program functions whichmake it all work. A
typical control room
with operator consoles is shown in Fig.
7. The focal point of the man-machine interface
is the color

Database
Older SCADA systemstended to have fixed-format databases where user programs required very explicit information about the database and its structure. This philosophy was easierfor thedatabase designerbut substantially
increased the complexity of maintaining the system as
points were changed and new application programs
added.
With theadvent of lower costmemories, it has become
easier and more attractive
to incorporate variousdatabase
management features into SCADA systems. These newer
SCADA
databases
permitconsiderableindependence
between the data acquisition function which updates the

Fig. 7. Typical control room with operator consoles.
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CRT. Most CRT units nowin use are of theraster-scan limited graphics type whereaddressing is limited to individual
characters. Thistype ofdisplay has been usedfor constructionof utilityone-linediagramsand displayscontainingonly
alphanumeric information.However, there is an increasing
industry demand for displays with resolution beyond the
character l e d . High-resolution trend graphing and other
applications require CRT screen addressability to thepixel
level. At the moment there is considerable interest and
research in the application of extendedCRT graphics. Features such as pan and zoom, new graphical presentations
and applicationswhich can benefit from three-dimensional
presentations are the drivingforce for extended graphics.
Fig. 8 illustrates the capability ofa typical full-graphicsCRT
display.
Historically, there has alwaysbeen controversy in the
role
and relationship of mapboards to CRT displays. Theindustry trend is away from highly detailedmapboards as were
common a decade ago.The mainreasons arethe initialcost
and the cost and effort inconstantly updating. Mapboards
doprovideatotaloverviewofautilitynetworkwhichisoften
difficult toconvey on a single CRT. Forthis reason theycontinue to be used but some utilities have done away with
them entirely. Where they continue to be
used, they most
frequently display limited dynamic information.
In some newerSCADA systems,the simple audiblealarm
has been supplantedwith avoice synthesizerwhichactually
verbalizes the alarm message. This feature appears to be
most useful when the SCADA consoles arenot manned by
an operator at all times and an auto-dialfeature is provided
which may alert an offduty person, even at home.

Logs and Reports
Log printing generally refers to thechronological printing of events as they occur. These events may be electric

__

system alarms,internal SCADA system alarms,or operatorinitiated actions. The format of log printouts is generally
identical to alarm and event CRT summaries.
Reports are pre-formatteddocuments thatare produced
at periodic intervalsor byoperator demand.Most often they
are produced daily and show the results of system operationson an hourly basis.Theinformation sourcefor reports
is usually the stored history file.
External tnterfaces
Increasingly the need arises to establish some form of
information transfer between SCADA systems and other
external systems. Examples of external interfaces include
information exchange with:
1) other systems arrangedin a hierarchical orderwithin

the same utility,
adjacent utility SCADA or E M S systems,
pool control centers,
power brokering arrangements,
separate load management systems,
local PCs or PC networks,
7) corporate computers,
8) departmental computers such as system planning.
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

The complexity of such interfaces varies widely. An elementary, but often practical approach, is to have one of the
terminals simply emulate a serial printer and unidirectionally transfer information in a standard report format. At
the other extreme is a multi-layer packet communication
protocol based on well recognized standards. The CCITT
X.25 standard, or variations of it, are gaining favor for this
application. For those situations where the otherinterfacing computer is local, the Ethernet standard i s useful.

~~

Fig. 8. Typical full graphics CRT display.
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Message Protocolsand Error Detection
Communications betweenthe SCADA master and RTUs
for most conventional systems must bebit-serial using polling methods previously described. All communications,
whether master to RTU or RTU to master, occur in the form
of messages where each message is composed of three
parts: 1)the header, 2 ) information, and 3) the trailer. The
header andtrailer are normally fixedin length but the information is usually of variable length with an upper bound
before a new message is created.
The outgoing header contains synchronizing bits, the
RTU address,and someform of function code.Thefunction
code informs theRTU of the type of information which
is
to followand is frequently 8 bits in length. The trailer ordinarily contains a security code for the detection of transmission-inducederrors and is frequently a Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code or a Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC). A security code design objective is to ensure
the probabilityofacceptance of a message received in error
is less than 1 in 10” for a maximum received bit-error rate
of 1in IO4.The information part of message
the
is often byteoriented and variable in length.
DESIGNCONSIDERATIONS
Reliability/Availability

Availability is the term most frequently used to define
how reliably the SCADA performs its intended function.
Availability is defined as:
% availability =

uptime
x loo.
uptime + downtime

The required availability for a given SCADA system can
onlybedeterminedby
the specific use of the system.
SCADA systemsaregenerally composedof a master station
and multiple RTUs connected via separatecommunication
circuits which are not part of the SCADA. The intervening
communication circuits are essential for proper operation
of the system but mustbeseparatelyconsidered
when
defining actual SCADA availability. Because of this situation, the SCADA availability requirement is often divided
into two parts: master station and RTU.
Most electric utility SCADA systems are
designed to operate continuously, i.e., 8760 hlyear. Complete unavailability
of thesystem is a serious operational problem andmust be
minimized by proper design. An acceptable availability figure for themaster station is 99.8 or 99.9 percent. A master
station with an availability of 99.9 percent can be expected
to be unavailable to support operations about 8 h/year. This
level of availability can beachieved by incorporating redundancy into thesystem design such
that no single failure will
force the system down and by designs which permit the
mean-time-to-repair to beof short duration. The latter
requires good diagnostics, a high content ofeasily replaceableelements,adequatespareparts,and
good maintenance training.
RTU availability may be separately specified and is typ
ically99.99 percent. It i s uncommon to require redundancy
at the RTU but in special situations it does occur. Loss of
communications is a more likelyevent than loss of an RTU
and, for this reason, dual communication circuitsare occasionally provided for RTUs which serve critical locations.
Acommon difficultyin specifying andactually measuring

availability is the need to precisely define what constitutes
downtime. Practical problems and considerations include:
What are critical functions?
What are noncritical functions?
How much travel time should be allowed for maintenance personnel? Maintenancetravel time is often
excluded from the “contractual” downtime calculation.
The addition of redundancy
adds complexity, not only in
hardware, but in programmingand configuration control.
Duplicatemainandrotatingmemories
must be maintained. Of special concern are data which are operatorentered or stored historical data. Backup memories must
be constantly updated to reflect ongoingoperations in the
event the backup memories suddenly become the on-line
memories. Recoveryof actual RTU acquired data after a system failover is usually not a problem since all data can be
re-acquired in several scans.
Configuration Management
The collective processes of buildingand modifying databases, building and changing CRT pictures, and building
and modifying report formats is referred to as ”Configuration Management.” Intheearlier daysofSCADAsystems,
accomplishingthese processeswasverylabor-intensive and
required considerable programming expertise. Greatprogress has been made in improving the efficiency and ease
of configuration management. Although considerable variation exists betweenthe approaches takenby differentsuppliers, the end results tend to be similar.
A prerequisite to efficient configurationmanagement is
awell-structured database, as previouslydescribed. Oneor
two CRT pagesof interactive questions andfill-in-the-blanks
are often requiredto define the complete attributes for just
one real-time data point. A form of compiler interpretsthe
entries and storesthem in thedatabase. Typical point attributes include measurement number,station ID, name,limits, engineering conversionconstants, area of responsibility, alarm priority, and many more.Proficiencyfor entering
or changing datapoint definitionscan be acquired
with only
moderate training.
CRT picture buildingfacilities have also reacheda fairly
sophisticated level. Some suppliers provide a facility s e p
arate from theactual SCADA systemwhich includes a CRT
terminal, display generator, and magnetic storagemedium
such as floppydisk orcassette. Other suppliers may usethe
master station backup system for the same purpose. The
user then creates the static part of the display, including
location of fields fordisplay of dynamic information. Once
these are created,a data linking process must occurwhich
links specific database variables with the corresponding
information field locations on the display.
The format and information content of printed reports
is usually established with the aid of a “report builder”
function. Interactive CRT displays areprovided for the construction of report formats and for the linking of archival
information to appropriate locations on the report.
RTU Local Test Features
Facilities must be provided for maintenance personnel
to locallyexercise and testRTUs independent of the master
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station. Traditionally, this has been accomplished by utilizing portable test sets which interface to the RTU communication port.The earlier versions of these testsets had
a man-machine interface at the bit level requiring interpretation of data in binary form and execution of commands bysetting switches corresponding to bit-level
encoding.
The introduction of microprocessors into both theRTU
design and thetest set design is changing the functionality
and man-machineinterfaceof localRTU testing. Some RTU
designs now provide a separate RS-232 interface for connection of an external test set. In some instances, a small
panel may be permanently incorporatedin the RTU which
permits the selection andvisual readout of any measurement orstatus point or the
selection and execution ofany
control point. Similar panels may be portable and carried
by the maintenance technician. Portable
CRT terminals or
personal computers are also finding application as very
powerful and flexible test units.

between submasters, masters,and applicationsprocessors
is required to provide for proper control of various
system
elements and to allow applications functions using data
from different hierarchicallevels to be used. For example,
line flowdata from SCADA submasters could be passedto
the master station for monitoring, and
used byapplications
processors in a state estimator program.The results would
be passed back
to the submasters. Presently, theseinternal
data exchanges utilize the protocols of the manufacturers
of thevarious system levels. Therefore,
if a hierarchical
level
is replaced, often with the equipment of a different supplier, then custom interfacesare required.
To expedite the development of communication stanbasis for protocols
dards, the I S 0 has developed a common
and standards; the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
Reference Model, as shown in Fig. 9. This model describes
CONTROL
SYSTEU
NODE

PROTOCOLS

CONTROL
SYSTEM
NDM
EXAMPLES

lSSUES

Many importantissues arecurrently under consideration
in the SCADA industry. Several of these issues address
longstanding problems; others are related to keeping up with
the rapidly changing technology.
Message Protocol Standards
A long-standing problemwith regard to SCADA systems
is thecapability of communicatingbetweendifferent
SCADA systemlevels within a utility and between different
companies/utilities. Message protocol standards are currently receiving considerable attentionfrom such groups
as the International Standards Organization (KO)
as well
as the IEEE.
The rationale for protocol standards includes the need
to avoid customization when interfacing different
systems,
different RTUs, system upgrades, etc.A continual problem
in theindustry has been the proliferation of
master-to-RTU
message formats requiring several different communication interfaces for a typical
system andmaking additionsto
the system much moredifficult and expensive. Additional
system software
plus
custom
hardware/firmware
are
required to provide the required interface.Standard master-to-RTU message formats would greatlysimplifythe
addition of RTUs, thus prolonging system life and significantly reducing expansioncosts.
With regard to master-to-master station communication,
as well as master-to-submaster levels of the same system,
a standard message protocol would promote interchange
of information between the various entities. This would
provide for a more effective
system and allow for
many new
application functions to be performed by theSCADA systems. For example,
a strong need
exists for exchange of data
describing the real-time state of the electric
systems and to
improve the accuracy of security software external model
functions. In other words, occurrences in electric systems
beyond the boundaries of the utility-owned electric
system
can havea significant impact
upon theinternal system. Realtime exchange of information wouldgo a long way toward
strengthening the accuracyand
effectiveness of these security software functions.
of data
Within autility’s SCADAsystem,exchange
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Fis 9. OS1 seven-layer reference model.

the functions involved i n communications between systems, and the terms used to define those functions.
The OS1
model breaks the overall process into a seven-layer structure; each layerdefines aset of message protocol functions
which may be performed using
hardware, software,or firmware.The bottom threelayers; Physical, Data Link,
and Network, define the Components of the communication network, while the top three
layers; Session,Presentation, and
Application, representthe functions of the system.
end
The
middle layer, Transport, links the bottom and top layers.
The interfaces between layers are specified to allow different suppliersof the individual
layers. In otherwords, the
overall communication process is divided into seven predefined layers to stimulate common development ofindividual components. Thus not only can we communicate
between differentsystems, we can interface between different components within a system.
Within thelast three years, significant progress has been
made with regard to message protocol standards, across a
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broad front. For communication between different utility
master stations,the WesternSystems Coordinating Council (WSCC)has developed “Energy Management System
Inter-Utility Communication Guidelines,” using the
sevenlayer IS0model.Theformattingof specific utilitydatatypes
has been defined, including accounting,interchange
scheduling, and economic dispatch. The WSCC concept
uses a commercial communication network, which does
not allow automatic generation control data to be transmitted. Present plans provide for several operational systems using the WSCC guidelines in 1987.
At the RTU level, a ”Recommended Practice for Master/
Remote Communication” has been developed by an IEEE
working group of the Substation Committee. This document is now undergoing the ballotingprocess by the IEEE
Substation Committee and should be published in 1987.
This recommended practice provides all of the functions
normally associated with an RTU, as well as providing standardtermsanddefinitions.Shouldthisrecommended
practice be utilized by themanufacturers,theninterchangeability of RTUs would be greatly expedited.
Another important area of message protocol standards
is for local area networks (LANs), which interconnect different systems and/or components ofsystem
a
within adistance of approximately5 km. These typesof protocols are
designed for high-speed networks in excess of 1 Mbitls,
using coax cable or fiber-optic cable. The mostprominent
example of a LAN for this application is the Ethernet standard, which has already been applied in various applications. The Ethernet standard, which is based upon a particular technique knownas Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection (CSMNCD),has now been incorporated as part of IEEE Standard 802.3. The token-passing
bus is covered by IEEE Standard 802.4. Under consideration
by I S 0 is the IEEE Standard 802.5 for token-passing ring.
Also, of interestis that IBMis planning to utilize the tokenpassing ring standard.
In addition to interconnecting different computer systems, severalSCADAsuppliersare utilizing thesestandards
to interconnect various components within the system,
using a bus o w i n g structure. This allows expansionto be
simplified by adding additionalsystem components, such
as communication interfaces, consoles, or computers to
the system ring or bus.
In the future, weexpect to see these message protocols
rapidly embraced by the systemusers and system s u p
pliers. System users arerequiring these typesof standards
to allow for greatly simplified future growth
expansion,
and
thus minimizing or delaying systemobsolescence. S u p
pliers are proceeding to use these standards in order to
improve their competitive position and to minimize the
amount of custom hardware and software that goes into
each system. Widespread use of these message protocol
standards is expected by the endof 1988.
System Performance
Since a SCADA System i s a dedicated system designed
for ten to fifteen years of usage, the system must bespecified and piocured forsignificant growth and expansion
in
size as well as in computing resources. Therefore,it is necessary to specify the following items:
database sizing for ultimate system

system CPU loading to allow for system growth
man-machineinterface response not degraded by
growth.
Methods utilized for
these specifications include the following:
Specification of systemexpansion.This is generally
accomplished by specificationof databases and the number of inputloutput ports to accommodate the expected
future system growth. Also growth in main memory and
disk is estimated ,and allowed for. The expansion criteria
can usually beverified
by off-line examinationof thesystem
configuration anddatabase compilation.
Specification o f normal CPU loading test. With this test
a scenario of typical loading expected on the system is
definedandverifiedduringthesystemfactorytest.Thepurpose of this test is to ensure that significant expansionin
and expansion
CPU resources is available for future growth
without replacement of the CPUs.
Specification o f stressCPU loading test. With this
approach, a scenario is definedwhich
simulates the
expected maximum loading expected
on thesystem due to
operator actions, data changes, and alarms. This type of
scenario is expected during power system disturbance conditions and must be met, so that the system will perform
specifying thestress
when it is most needed. Again, we are
loading on the CPU to be low enough to allow for system
expansion and growth over its lifetime.
Specification o f man-machineinterface response.
With this specification component, the re
onse time of
the system for CRT displays and logs, as well a rocessing
of data changes and alarms,is specified underntymal and
stress loading conditions.
Ideally, all of theabove tests would be performed fbqthe
fully expanded system with all application functions o+rating with their ultimate sizes.For example, the systerh,
would run with the ultimatenumber of RTUs and points,
generators, network devices,and network buses. With
regard to RTUs and points, thiscan besimulated bya number of methods, includingoperation of the
data acquisition
system at increased scanrates,anRTU
communication
channel simulator, or by extrapolationof results from the
existing system.For additional consoles, theadditional
loading from operator actions can besimulated byincreasing the rate of actions at the consoles.
However, there are several functions for which it is difficult to perform any simulations. These include larger
application program sizing for automatic generation control, economicdispatch, unit commitment, andsystem
security programs. (Refer to other papers in this issue for
an explanation of these terms.)With these functions, CPU
loading is not alinear function of the number
of generators
or buses. Also, CPU loading for system security programs
is dependent upon the connectivity and
parameters of the
actual network. Factory test methods whichare utilized in
lieu of simulations include:

*ip

a) Calculations of program run time from benchmark
tests or fromcomparison with similar-sizedsystems.
b) Extrapolation of results from the initialsystem, using
a previously agreed upon formula.
c) Estimating the additional CPU loading and reducing
the CPU loading specified for theinitial system.
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With respect to the network security programs, all of
thesetechniques areapproximations sincethe program
run
time for the ultimate
system is a function of the
actual electric network, which
can only beapproximatedforthe future.
Thus substantialoverestimationsorunderestimations
could occur.
Thefundamental problemof system performancetesting
arises becauseof the need
to purchase a computersystem
now to meet the expansionneeds of the ultimatesystem.
This approach is caused by the inability to increase the
throughput of the system computers or to find upward
compatible replacement computers. However, new computer architectures may provide a solution, as discussed
later in this paper.
System Obsolescence
SCADAsystems in the last fifteen years have been
plagued
with the problem
of obsolescence. In other words, the system is operating satisfactorily, but new technology has
passed it by. Sincethe computerwas probably introduced
at least two years before the system was sold to the utility
(to allow time for software and system development) and
the system takes four years to procure, build, and install,
the computers are at least six-year old technology by the
time operation commences.Therefore,obsolescence is
manifested in several ways:
First of all, there may bedifficulty obtainingrepair serviceor spare parts because
theequipmept is no longer s u p
ported by the manufacturer‘s repair
service. Also,the component chips orspecial integrated circuitsmay have been
discontinued.
*The advance of computing technologyhas made many
new application functions possible at a reasonable cost,
thus making for more efficient and productive electric
system operations.Thereforemany existing systemsshould
be
replaced simply to take advantageof these new functions.
The utility environment has changed faster than originally anticipated, thus requiring control and monitoring
of more locations, such as distribution substations. Alternately, the utilitymay be assuminga majornew role, such
as a control area or scheduling energy. Again, the system
should be replaced to meet the utility’s needs.
*Regulatory requirements.In many instances,regulatory
requirements unforeseen whenthe system was originally
purchased make new demands
on the system capabilities.
These requirements may include safety, economics,or just
plain paperwork requirements.
What arethe solutionsto the above problems?Recently,
due to the advance of technology in concept as well as just
speed and power, several solutions are availableto extend
system life, as follows:
UpwardCompatible Computers: As moredifferent
CPUs becomeavailable for the same computer family,
replacement of CPU cards
upgradeof theCPU is possible by
mainframe. Thiswill allow the existing
or at worst by a new
proven application software
to be retained; thus great savis perfectly adeings will be obtained. Mostof this software
quate and can be reused; also, the present programming
staff is quite well trained.
Coprocessors:These effectively add more
CPUs on the
same 110 bus and allow independent problem solving by
executing differenttasks in parallel. Therefore, expansion
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occurs by simple plug-in
additi,on of processors and reconfiguration of system software.
Local Area Networks: With this approach the computers, man-machine interface, and communication processors all access a redundant high-speed busor ring. As
new consoles, communications processors, and application functions are added to thesystem, these can bein the
form ofadditional devices connected to the reduhdantbus.
This allows any
device to be replaced or upgraded virtually
independently of other devices. In addition, a mainframe
host computer can be provided for “number-crunching”
applications programs. With this approach, the system is
continually evolving andmay have a much longer overall
lifetime, as long as the budring concept will support the
necessary configuration.
Standard Communication Interface: These will allow
the system to easily communicate to various other computer systems, and thereforeto participate in a widervariety of application functions. As an example, data can be
obtained from other systems and used i n application programs directly, as opposed to complex estimationschemes
to calculate orestimate the missing data.
Structured Programming Languages and Documentation: With these languages, the programs are simpler to
understand, debug, and document.The amount of custom
software, writtenin
hard-to-understandprogramlanguages has always been a major problem
with SCADA systems. Because there are new programmerson the system
every few years, interpreting the documentation, often
incomplete, from the previous programmers may be difficult. Very complex programs fallinto disuse becausethe
program source cannot be easily changed or expanded.
Therefore, structuredprogramming
languages, implemented as part of sound software design techniques and
documentation standards, will reduce this problem and
provide forgreater useof the existing
software overa longer
period of time.

TRENDSAND

THE

FUTURE

Distributed Processing
In the next five to ten years, we will s e e an acceleration
of the trend toward distributed
processing. More computers will be used in the systems than ever before, as well
as much more memory, as the costs continue to decline.
There will be more data communications betweensystems
and within systems than ever before. The addition of new
functions will often occur by the use of dedicated computers, firmware, andsoftware. For example, man-machine
interface, RTU communications, external communications,
and database manager each
will be provided with their own
computers and software. In addition to the use of distributed processing within a SCADA system located within a
single room of the control center, we will see processing
distributed throughout the utility’s facilities.
The simpler expandability of distributed systems, plus
the many methods of minimizing obsolescence to extend
system life willcause the design and implementation of a
new generation of utility control centers, based upon distributed approaches. Already, several new utility energy
scheduling centers in the Midwest and
West areusing multiple distributed microcomputers.
The trend i n the past 20
years has been to centralize more and more functions in
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the utilitycontrol
centers; this approach requires large ded- ment Systems have become lower in price and in size to
thus take anincreasing share of thesmaller systems.Addiicatedcomputer rooms, air conditioning, and backup
tional applicationsrequiring large compute power,such as
power supplies, at considerable cost. As the availability of
optimal power flow and transient
analysis, arenow feasible.
private communication networks increases, the consoles
Standardized large systems
areeven less likely, becausethe
will be placedat their desired work places within thevarpotential cost savings in utility operations usually justify
ious utility facilities. As the size and heat load of the computers drops, the computer rooms, air conditioning, and
custom application functions.
backuppowersupplies will decrease in size and cost.
Therefore, the computers can be distributed into different Smarter RTUs
facilities, close to the communication
hubs and operations
As the powerof microprocessors increases andthe cost
needs.
of memory decreases, it is cost efficient to put more functions in theRTUs. Already, we have
seen the acceptance by
Better Man-Machine Interface
the industry ofSequence of Events (SOE) as nearly astanThe SCADA systemsof thelate 1980s and early1990s will
dard function. In addition, we have capabilities now for
be based on the useof full
graphics, toobtain morerealistic
dual-port RTUs, to allow access of the RTUs from two utilgeographic detail;for pan, zoom,and declutter; for graphic ities, each'with a differentmessage protocol. This i s espetwo-and three-dimensional picture representation of com- cially useful at interchange tie points. Also, many RTUs are
plex functions; and for the
use of icons to simplify thedisnow being provided with report-byexception
processing,
patcher's recognition and manipulation of complex funcin which only those analog and status points which have
changed significantly since the scan are reported to the
tions.
We will see the use of an increasing number of remote
master station. This decreases the processing loadon the
master station undermost conditions. Other functions proconsoles, as the data rates of links to these consoles are
increased to the point
where system performance is equal
vided by the new generation of RTUs include self-configuration, which allows the
RTU to determine whichcards of
to that of local consoles. This will free many operational
functionsfromtheconfinesofthecontrolFoom.Also,many
each type are installed and connected and modify
its reportnew organizationsin the utility will
have accessto thedataing messages accordingly. Also, self-diagnostics should be
base of the system. For example, system planning can use
included in the near future; this will provide diagnostic
the periodic line flows for obtainingmaxima and minima
information to the master station to allow more rapid repair
of transmission lines andfeeders.
of failed RTU components. Other functions which can be
The interfacesto theoperator will also be improved,such
included in the RTU are protective relaying, closed-loop
as cursor control by touchscreens or mouse. Also, voice
control,andfaultrecording.Inthefuture,wewillseedigital
recognition foralarm acknowledgment will be used,as well
fault recorders included
within theRTUs to replace thecuras synthesized voice formessages from thesystem. Again,
rent generation of
analog electrostatic typerecorders. The
thiswill havetheeffectoffreeingtheoperatorfrom hischair
digital recorder will have the great advantage of transmitin frontof the CRT console and thus permit more flexibility ting thefault informationto a central location forprintout
and productivity.
and instant analysis.
In summary, as RTUs assume more and more functions,
Standard Systems
they must be specified to include typical software functions, such as database, automatic backup, fail-safe, local
In the past five years, microprocessor-basedSCADA sysman-machine interface, and programming.
tems have taken
a larger and larger percentage
of theenergy
control systems market. These systems are very powerful
Standard Software
in computing power despite their small size and provide
for user configuration ofdatabase and displays. These
sysIn addition to all of the advances in hardware and firmtemsare virtuallyoff-the-shelf andcan beconfigured,
ware, significant advances are alsobeing made in software.
installed, and maintainedby the utility.Almost no custom
OneofthemostsignificantcouldbetheuseofUNIX,whicb
software is required, since only standard SCADA functions
holds the promise standard
of a
operating system. Although
are performed. We will see these microprocessor-based
not specifically designed for real-timesystems, this opersystems gradually addsystem functions, such as automatic
ating system or derivatives thereof
could be utilized. In the
generation control and economic dispatch,and additional
area of applications functions, new applications can be
computing capability.
developed on their own dedicated
processor and addedto
the system as needed, thus eliminatingmany problems of
The mid-sized systems which typically have functions
multitasking system execution and contention for various
associated with automatic generation control, economic
dispatch, interchange scheduling, and
energy accounting,
system resources.Manyotherapplicationsare beingadded
have improved by the use of more powerful computers,
to the systems by an unexpected route, i.e., commercial
more memory, and frontend microprocessors.Also, secumicroprocessor-based software packages.These include
rity functionsare now becoming feasible for
these typesof
spread-sheet programsfor energy schedulingand accountsystems. Thesemid-sized systems haveimproved software
ing, database programs for loadforecasting, and graphics
for development of displays and database, thus allowing
display programs (plots, bar charts, pie charts, etc). These
more workto be doneby the utilitystaff. Standardmid-sized
microprocessor-based packages not only are very flexible
systems do not appear feasible in the near term, due to
and useful, but they also provide a degree of transportunique utility application function requirements.
ability between different organizations of the utility and
Meanwhile, the targe mainframes for Energy Managewith other companies. In addition, we will see the use of
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lnterchangableParts
The SCADA systemsof the future will
have interchangeable parts, each of which will have access to a redundant
data highway (IAN). A typical architecture of this concept
is shown in Fig. 10; a key requirement i s standard database
management techniques. Once this is selected, each part
will perform its own function using the data gained from
the highway and then makingits own results available to
other users of the highway.
In this manner a varietys of
up
pliers can be used for the application functions. Each system function can then be replaced as necessary and new
functions added as necessary. Thugthe system will be continually evolving, rather than periodically replaced.
In conclusion, the future of SCADA systems is brighter
than ever, paced by the rapid development of technology
that allows their use for many newfunctions at an increasing number of utilities.
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